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Great practice drills for fastpitch softball players. This book has drills for base running, pitching,
hitting, catching, and fielding.Brought to you by Gary Leland publisher of the Fastpitch Softball
TV Network. Gary's teams won the 14 and under, and the 15 and under Texas USSSA State
championships back to back. His teams came in fourth and fifth in the USSSA National
Championships for 14 under, and 15 under. Now he shares some of the drills his team used
while training his fastpitch softball team.It seems like a lifetime ago, but I still remember when I
started coaching my daughters fastpitch softball team. I had played a little baseball growing up,
and some slowpitch softball along the way too.I soon found out two things. One is that fastpitch
softball was a sport of its own. While so many thing are the same. There are many thing that are
different in fastpitch softball than baseball, or slowpitch softball.Two is that I knew nothing about
coaching fastpitch softball players at all. Playing sports had not really taught me how to
coach.One of the main things new coaches are looking for is information. This book is my
attempt to provide another source for that information.While I admit I did not come up with these
fastpitch softball drills. Many of them have probably been used for years, and years. What I did
was find many of the great drills I used with my players while coaching. Then I wrote them in an
easy to understand format. Trying to make them easy to learn and use.While this may be a guide
for coaches to help their young players, this is also be a great resource for parents hoping to
help their daughters become better fastpitch softball players.



Complete Book Of Softball DrillsBy Gary LelandURGENT PLEA!Thank you for downloading my
book. Please REVIEW this book on Ebook Library.I need your feedback so I can make the next
version better. Thank you so much!Follow Us OnbyGary LelandAll Rights Reserved. No part of
this publication may be reproduced in any form or by any means, including scanning,
photocopying, or otherwise without prior written permission of the copyright holder. Copyright ©
2013 FastPitch.tvCopyright / DisclaimerCopyright 2013 by Gary Leland. All rights
reserved.Published by FastPitch.tv, Arlington, Texas.No part of this publication may be
reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic,
mechanical, photocopying, recording, scanning, or otherwise, except as permitted under section
107 or 108 of the 1976 United States Copyright Act, without the prior written permission of the
publisher.Limit of Liability/Disclaimer of Warranty: While the publisher and author have used
their best efforts in preparing this book, they make no representations or warranties with respect
to the accuracy or completeness of the contents of this book and specifically disclaim any
implied warranties of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose. No warranty may be
created or extended by sales representatives or written sales materials. The advice and
strategies contained herein may not be suitable for your situation. Neither the publisher nor the
author shall be liable for any loss of profit or other commercial damages, including, but not
limited to, special, incidental, consequential, or other damages.IntroductionI first became
involved with softball at the YMCA in Arlington, Texas. My two daughters ages eight and nine
wanted to add yet another sport to their already busy schedule. We played ten games in our first
season, and won the YMCA championship.When the season ended the coach asked all the
parents for a volunteer. She felt she needed someone to take over the team who knew more
about the game. I reluctantly volunteered after no one else did. Little did I know that moment
would change my life forever.I quickly moved my team from slowpitch to fastpitch. We then
transitioned from a recreational to a select league.By the time the team was 14 and under we
claimed out first win in the Texas USSSA State Tournament. The following year we repeated by
winning the Texas USSSA 15 and Under State Tournament. After two consecutive state wins we
then placed 5th and 4th in different national events.I now operate a full time business dedicated
to fastpitch softball. I currently publish “The Fastpitch Softball Magazine” a magazine exclusively
featuring fastpitch softball. I own and operate a retail softball store in Texas , and yes it has a
website. I even have a website that has numerous free training videos to view, and blogs.I am
currently the USSSA State director for Fastpitch Softball in Texas.I have also invented and
created many training aids specifically for fastpitch softball.One of the things I remember when
first starting was my passion to learn new information. I was dedicated to find information
anywhere I could.It was through all my experiences and knowledge I decided to write this book.
My goal was to make a great guide for a parent wanting to improve the skills of their daughter or
their team. The drills used in this book were used by my team, friends, and other coaches. I truly



believe you will find the drills to be helpful and beneficial. Table Of ContentsCatching
DrillsFielding DrillsHitting DrillsRunning DrillsPitching DrillsOther Books By
MeConclusionResourcesThanks For ReadingCatching DrillsBox JumpsThis drill is an effective
way to gain strength for quick movements, speed, and endurance.This drill will require a 2 foot
high box that is sturdy enough for you to jump onThe catcher will stand behind the box and
another player will stand 2 feet in front of the box with a ball.The player will toss the ball high and
directly above the box.When the player releases the box the catcher explodes up to land on top
of the box and catches the ball.Make 10 jumps and then rotate.Drop Third Out – Catchers
DrillsThis drill is a great way to ensure that when a drop third strike occurs in a game that the
catcher know what to do and can execute the play efficiently.Create a game like situation when
the batter swings and the ball drops to the dirt first.The batter will take off to first base and the
catcher must find the ball and throw the ball to first base before the batter reaches the
bag.Catcher ObservationsThis drill is an effective way to encourage catchers to make their own
observations and gain experience in calling pitches that will benefit the team.The coach will give
all of the catchers the task of observing a select few of their teammates when they are batting
without them knowing.At the end of practice the coach will take note of each of the catcher’s
observations.The catchers will then meet with the coach together and discuss what would be
the best approach to dealing with the batters that were observed in a game situation.Do this
once a week and chance the batters to be observed each week.Backing Up the ThrowThis drill
is great for working on plays that often occur in games as well as building a catchers value and
skills in the sport.When there are no runners on base and the play is being made at home plate
the catcher should always be ready to back up the throw to 1st base.As soon as the hit is made
the catcher should judge where the ball will be stopped and if that ball is going to be thrown to
first base then the catcher should flip off her mask and head over to first base just in the case
that a wild throw is made.Too often do teams get an extra base from wild throws?The catcher
should always make backing up throws to 1st base a habit in those situations.Wall SitsThis is a
great, classic exercise to build muscle strength in the lower body and increase endurance.The
catcher can either do this with or without gear. (With gear for more advanced players)Lean
against a wall or fence forming a 90 degree angle at your kneesHold this position until you feel a
burning sensation in your legs and then try to hold for another 15 seconds.The 5 x 5This drill is
great conditioning for a catcher while practicing basic catching skillsThe coach will stand about
5-10 feet in front of home plate and the catcher will wear full gear and take his/her stance behind
the plate.The coach will throw the first 5 balls in the dirt and the catcher will have to block
themThe coach will throw the next 5 balls far out to the sides and the catcher will have to move
and block the balls only with his/her bodyThe coach will throw the next 5 balls high and the
catcher will have to pop up to catch them.The coach will throw the next 5 balls at randomThe
coach will finish with throwing pop-ups right after one of the balls is caught.This drill will be great
to do with 2-3 catchers take their turn at the drill one of the catchers can help shag balls and the
other can take a small break before going through the drill again.The Grip DrillThis drill will break



the habit of a catcher always dropping to their knees when throwing back to the pitcher.The
catcher will be in full gear and squat into the catching position and throw back with remaining
mostly in the same position.This is a difficult habit to break but a catcher must not be in the habit
of dropping to their knees when runners are on base or else the runners will see that as lazy and
attempt to steal more often.Hip ExerciseThis drill is great for warm-ups to avoid injury and build
strength in the lower bodyPlace 2 sturdy boxes about 1 foot high shoulder width apart.The player
will stand between the 2 boxes and lift his/her right leg and step on the box to the rightThen back
to the centerThen the player will lift his/her left leg and step onto the box to the left.Repeat this
drill until you reach 20 stepsPitcher ThrowbackThis drill will break the habit of a catcher always
dropping to their knees when throwing back to the pitcher.The catcher will be in full gear and
squat into the catching position and throw back with remaining mostly in the same position.This
is a difficult habit to break but a catcher must not be in the habit of dropping to their knees when
runners are on base or else the runners will see that as lazy and attempt to steal more
often.Catcher CrossfireThis drill is great conditioning for a catcher as well as accuracy in
throwing.The catcher takes their stance behind the plate. The pitcher, third, and first baseman
will take their position half way from their base and home plate.This drill will utilize 2 ballsThe
balls begin with the pitcher and the first baseman.The ball will be lightly pitched to the catcher
and the catcher will pop up and lightly throw to the 3rd baseman while the first baseman throws
the ball to the pitcher and continues the drill.This is fast paced and will cause the catcher to
become tired.Begin with 10 throws and then increase by even increments to build endurance.
Make sure to take breaks in between!Relay to the CatcherThis drill is an effective way to practice
players hitting the appropriate cut-off when a ball is hit to the outfield.Have all infielders in their
positions and have 6-8 outfielders spread out evenly 10 feet in front of the outfield fence.The
coach will give a game situation and then call out one of the players in the outfield.The catcher
must direct the girls to line up the cut-off throw as straight as possible to make the play. (The
catcher makes the directions because she has the best view of the entire field)This will give the
catcher experience and confidence to make quick decisions in game situations.Catcher
ConditioningThis drill is an effective way to build muscle and speed for catchers.The catcher will
be in full gear, without a glove.The catcher will take his/her stance with both hands behind their
back.In a very fast paced motions the catcher will drop the right knee, then the left knee, pick up
the right knee, and then pick up the left knee, and be back in his/her catching stance.The
catcher should not squat any higher than the position that they originally started at.This drill is
quick and should begin with about 10 knee drops and then slowly build up to more at a time.The
Pick OffThis drill is an advanced alternative to picking off the runner leading off at first base.This
drill will require all infield except for the third baseman, and one base runner.The pitcher will
pitch the ball and the shortstop will shift towards second base (In case the runner decides to
steal)The catcher shoots the ball to the second baseman, either preventing the runner from
stealing or tagging the runner as she attempts to steal.With more advanced teams the second
baseman will either throw back to first for the tag on the dive back, throw to second for the tag on



the steal, or move to tag the runner herself.Repeat this drill with live runners to perfect it. This will
surprise other teams, as it is not a typical drill for picking off the runner.Quick CornersThis drill
will aid the catcher in accuracy to picking off runners at 1st and 3rdThe catcher will be in full
gear behind the plate. One coach/player will be about 5 feet in front of home plate with a bucket
of balls, and one player at 1st and 3rd.The coach will toss the balls to the catcher who will throw
to 1st and 3rd, alternating between the two until the bucket is empty.This drill is quick with little
time for the catcher to reset in between.The catcher will become fatigued.Catching
EnduranceThis drill will build strength and endurance for a catcherThe catcher will wear her full
gear for this drill.Place 5 balls in a semi-circle in front of the plate.The catcher will begin a couple
of feet behind home plate and complete a series of 3 up-downs, 5 jumping jacks, 2 pushups and
then run to the ball furthest to the right and throw it to the coach at 2nd base.Continue this until
the balls are gone and take a breakRepeat. This drill is quick and will be exhausting, but will
build the catchers strength, endurance, and stamina for long games and days of high
heat.Runners RunningThis drill is a fun and competitive way to experience catchers in fielding
bunts.With runners standing at home and first base, the coach (who is behind the catcher) will
toss the ball over the catchers shoulder simulating a bunt,The catcher fields the bunt, decides
which runner to throw out, and makes the throw.One point goes to defense if the runner is
thrown out at first and two points if the runner is thrown out at second.Offense earns one point
for reaching second safely and one-half point for reaching first safely. Whichever team earns five
points first, wins!Shadow DrillThis drill is great for younger and older catchers to maintain being
in excellent shape especially for warm weather and a long season that can take its toll on a
catcher.Two catchers will begin in full gear facing each other.One catcher will begin as the
leader and simulate typical catching motions(squatting, dropping to the knees for a wild pitch,
catching the pitch and throwing down a runner) while the other catcher “shadows” all of the
motions.After about three minutes take a small break and have the other catcher be the
leader.Backstop DrillThis drill is an effective way to have the catchers work on retrieving balls
near the backstop and making the play at the plate. This also helps to alleviate some of the
pitcher’s anxieties about making the play on the runner stealing home.Dump a bucket of balls
along the backstop behind the catcher.The catcher will begin in his/her usual stance and the
pitcher waits just inside the pitching circle.On “GO” the catcher mist turn around, go for the ball,
look quickly, and backhand the ball to the pitcher running in. The pitcher works on fielding the
ball and making the tag.Continue this drill until the catcher is able to accurately place the ball at
the plate on repeated tries and then add a runner attempting to steal home.Soft HandsThis drill
teaches the catcher to catch the ball properlyYou will need tennis balls or safety balls and have
the catcher take his/her stance behind the plate without a glove.The coach or a partner throws
the tennis balls or the safety balls close to the strike zone.The catcher attempts to catch every
pitch with the proper hand position and then drops the ball in front of her.The person pitching
should have a bucket or bag of balls to throw as quickly as the catcher can handle them.Duck
WalksThis drill is simple but provides the best results for a catcher’s agility, speed, mobility,



strength, and endurance.The catcher must be in full gearHave the catcher remain in her stance
and walk (Duck walk) around the bases.This is very challenging and tiring, but must be done
correctly for the best resultsMake sure that the catcher does not raise herself to a certain height
and use her arms for support on her knees or hips.
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Heather, “Five Stars. Great idea for all ages and skill level”

Jeremy Dominguez, “Simple and to the point. Lots of easy to use drills. They are broken up into
chapters fielding, hitting, base running etc. A must have for any softball coach rookie or veteran.”

The book by Jimmy Connors has a rating of  5 out of 3.6. 10 people have provided feedback.
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